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! In the first decades of EPP, bubble-chambers  
and emulsions allowed to see directly the  
decay length of a particle either neutral  
or charged (see Kaons); 
! The decay length l is related to the lifetime 
 through the l = βγτc  " τ = l /βγc 
!  For a sample of particles produced we 
expect an exponential distribution 



Lifetime measurement - II 
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�  Example: pions, kaons, c and b-hadrons in the LHC context 
(momentum range 10 ÷ 100 GeV). 

π+ K+ D+ B+ 

Mass (GeV) 0.140 0.494 1.869 5.279 

Life Time (s) 2.6 × 10-8 1.2 × 10-8 1.0 × 10-12 1.6 × 10-12 

Decay length (m) 
p = 10 GeV 

557 72.8 1.6 × 10-3 

 
9.1 × 10-4 

 

Decay length (m) 
p = 100 GeV 

5570 728 0.016 0.0091 

NB When going to c or b quarks, decay lengths O(<mm) are obtained 
" Necessity of dedicated “vertex detectors”  
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For low-τ particles 
(e.g. B-hadrons, τ, …): 
! define the proper decay time  

(βγ=p/m): 

€ 

τ =
Lm
p

At hadron colliders the proper decay time  
is defined on the transverse plane: 

€ 

τ =
Lxym
pT

The fit takes into account the background and the resolution 

 Typical resolutions: O(10-13 s) " tens of µm 
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B-factories 

BABAR  @ PEP-II BELLE  @ KEKB 

B 

collected L=557 fb-1 collected L=1040 fb-1 
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Correlated B meson pairs  B 

⟨βγ⟩	  =	  0.55 for B mesons	   ∆t	  =	  ∆z/⟨βγ⟩c 
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�  Suppose you want to measure the detection efficiency of a 
final state X: X contains N particles e.g. Z!µµ contains 2 
particles and whatever else. How much is the probability to 
select an event containing a Z!µµ  ? 

�  Let’s suppose that: 
� Trigger is: at least 1 muon with pT>10 GeV and |η|<2.5 
� Offline selection is: 2 and only 2 muons with opposite charge 

and MZ-2Γ < Minv < MZ+2Γ 
�  Approach for efficiency 

�  Full event method: apply trigger and selection to simulated 
events and calculate Nsel/Ngen (validation is required) 

�  Single particle method: (see next slides) 



Efficiency measurement - II 
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�  Measure single muon efficiencies as a function of kinematics 
(pT, η, …); eventually perform the same “measurement” 
using simulated data. 

�  Tag & Probe method: muon detection efficiency measured using an 
independent detector and using “correlated” events. 

�  Trigger efficiency using “pre-scaled” samples collected with a trigger 
having a lower threshold. 

εtrigger =
#µ − triggered
#µ − total

T&P: a “Tag Muon” in the 
MS and a “Probe” in the ID 
Tag+Probe Inv.Mass consistent 
With a Z boson 
" There should be a track 
in the MS  

εTP =
#µ − reco

#µ − expected



Efficiency measurement - III 
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�  Muon Efficiency – ATLAS experiment. 
�  As a function of η and pT – comparison with simulation " 

Scale Factors 



Efficiency measurement - IV 
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�  After that I have: εT(pT, η, …) and εS(pT, η, …) 
�  From MC I get the expected kinematic distributions of the 

final state muons and I apply for each muon its efficiency 
depending on its pT and η. The number of surviving events 
gives the efficiency for X 

�  Or I simply apply the scale factors to the MC fully simulated 
events to take into account data-MC differences. 
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Exercise: 
 
Determine the tracking efficiency for charged pions as a function of momentum  
in the KLOE detector exploiting the decay: 
 
φ -> π+π-π0



Background measurement - I 
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�  Based on simulations: 
�  define all possible background processes (with known cross-sections); 
�  apply trigger and selection to each simulated sample; 
�  determine the amount of background in the “signal region” after 

weighting with known cross-sections. 
�  Data-driven methods: 

�  “control regions” based on a different selection (e.g. sidebands); 
�  fit control region distributions with simulated distributions and get 

weigths; 
�  then export to “signal region” using “transfer-factors”. 

�  Example: reducible background of H4l ATLAS analysis (next 
slides) 



Background measurement - II 
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Extrapolate to “signal region” 
using transfer factors 
" (see next slide) 
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estimated from simulation. The background estimation
follows the methods previously described in Refs. [4,92]
with several improvements and additional cross-checks.

A. ll+ μμ background

The llþ μμ reducible background arises from Z þ jets
and tt̄ processes, where the Z þ jets contribution has a Zbb̄
heavy-flavor quark component in which the heavy-flavor
quarks decay semileptonically, and a component arising
from Z þ light-flavor jets with subsequent π=K in-flight
decays. The number of background events from Z þ jets
and tt̄ production is estimated from an unbinned maximum
likelihood fit, performed simultaneously to four orthogonal
control regions, each of them providing information on one
or more of the background components. The fit results are
expressed in terms of yields in a reference control region,
defined by applying the analysis event selection except for
the isolation and impact parameter requirements to the
subleading dilepton pair. The reference control region is
also used for the validation of the estimates. Finally, the
background estimates in the reference control region are
extrapolated to the signal region.
The control regions used in the maximum likelihood fit

are designed to minimize contamination from the Higgs
boson signal and the ZZ" background. The four control
regions are

(a) Inverted requirement on impact parameter signifi-
cance. Candidates are selected following the analy-
sis event selection, but (1) without applying the
isolation requirement to the muons of the subleading
dilepton and (2) requiring that at least one of the two
muons fails the impact parameter significance re-
quirement. As a result, this control region is enriched
in Zbb̄ and tt̄ events.

(b) Inverted requirement on isolation. Candidates are
selected following the analysis event selection, but
requiring that at least one of the muons of the
subleading dilepton fails the isolation requirement.
As a result, this control region is enriched in Z þ
light-flavor-jet events (π=K in-flight decays) and tt̄
events.

(c) eμ leading dilepton (eμþ μμ). Candidates are
selected following the analysis event selection, but
requiring the leading dilepton to be an electron-muon
pair. Moreover, the isolation and impact parameter

requirements are not applied to the muons of the
subleading dilepton, which are also allowed to have
the same or opposite charge sign. Events containing a
Z-boson candidate decaying into eþe− or μþμ− pairs
are removed with a requirement on the mass. This
control region is dominated by tt̄ events.

(d) Same-sign subleading dilepton. The analysis event
selection is applied, but for the subleading dilepton
neither isolation nor impact parameter significance
requirements are applied and the leptons are required
to have the same charge sign (SS). This same-sign
control region is not dominated by a specific back-
ground; all the reducible backgrounds have a sig-
nificant contribution.

The expected composition for each control region is
shown in Table III. The uncertainties on the relative yields
between the control regions and the reference control
region are introduced in the maximum likelihood fit as
nuisance parameters. The residual contribution from
ZZ" and the contribution from WZ production, where—
contrary to the Z þ jets and tt̄ backgrounds—only one of
the leptons in the subleading dilepton is expected to be a
nonisolated backgroundlike muon, are estimated for each
control region from simulation.
In all the control regions, the observable is the mass of

the leading dilepton,m12, which peaks at the Z mass for the
resonant (Z þ jets) component and has a broad distribution
for the nonresonant (tt̄) component. For the tt̄ component
the m12 distribution is modeled by a second-order
Chebyshev polynomial, while for the Z þ jets component
it is modeled using a convolution of a Breit-Wigner
distribution with a Crystal Ball function. The shape
parameters are derived from simulation. In the combined
fit, the shape parameters are constrained to be the same in
each of the control regions, and are allowed to fluctuate
within the uncertainties obtained from simulation. The
results of the combined fit in the four control regions are
shown in Fig. 4, along with the individual background
components, while the event yields in the reference control
region are summarized in Table IV. As a validation of the fit
method, the maximum likelihood fit is applied to the
individual control regions yielding estimates compatible
to those of the combined fit; these are also summarized in
Table IV.
The estimated yields in the reference control region are

extrapolated to the signal region by multiplying each

TABLE III. Expected contribution of the llþ μμ background sources in each of the control regions.

Control region

Background Inverted d0 Inverted isolation eμþ μμ Same-sign

Zbb̄ 32.8# 0.5% 26.5# 1.2% 0.3# 1.2% 30.6# 0.7%
Z þ light-flavor jets 9.2# 1.3% 39.3# 2.6% 0.0# 0.8% 16.9# 1.6%
tt̄ 58.0# 0.9% 34.2# 1.6% 99.7# 1.0% 52.5# 1.1%
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Measurements of Higgs boson production and couplings in the
four-lepton channel in pp collisions at center-of-mass energies of

7 and 8 TeV with the ATLAS detector

G. Aad et al.*

(ATLAS Collaboration)
(Received 22 August 2014; published 16 January 2015)

The final ATLAS Run 1 measurements of Higgs boson production and couplings in the decay channel
H → ZZ! → lþl−l0þl0−, where l, l0 ¼ e or μ, are presented. These measurements were performed using
pp collision data corresponding to integrated luminosities of 4.5 and 20.3 fb−1 at center-of-mass energies
of 7 and 8 TeV, respectively, recorded with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The H → ZZ! → 4l signal is
observed with a significance of 8.1 standard deviations, with an expectation of 6.2 standard deviations, at
mH ¼ 125.36 GeV, the combined ATLAS measurement of the Higgs boson mass from the H → γγ and
H → ZZ! → 4l channels. The production rate relative to the Standard Model expectation, the signal
strength, is measured in four different production categories in theH → ZZ! → 4l channel. The measured
signal strength, at this mass, and with all categories combined, is 1.44þ0.40

−0.33 . The signal strength for Higgs
boson production in gluon fusion or in association with tt̄ or bb̄ pairs is found to be 1.7þ0.5

−0.4 , while the signal
strength for vector-boson fusion combined with WH=ZH associated production is found to be 0.3þ1.6

−0.9 .

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.91.012006 PACS numbers: 14.80.Bn

I. INTRODUCTION

In the Standard Model (SM) the Brout-Englert-Higgs
(BEH) mechanism is the source of electroweak symmetry
breaking and results in the appearance of a fundamental scalar
particle, the Higgs boson [1–3]. The ATLAS and CMS
experiments have reported the observation of a particle in
the search for the SM Higgs boson [4,5], where the most
sensitive channels areH → ZZ! → 4l,H → WW! → lνlν
andH → γγ.An important step in the confirmationof thenew
particle as the SM Higgs boson is the measurement of its
properties, which are completely defined in the SM once its
mass is known. Previous ATLAS studies [6,7] have shown
that this particle is consistent with the SM Higgs boson.
The Higgs boson decay to four leptons,H → ZZ! → 4l,

where l ¼ e or μ, provides good sensitivity for the
measurement of the Higgs boson properties due to its high
signal-to-background ratio, which is about 2 for each of the
four final states: μþμ−μþμ− (4μ), eþe−μþμ− (2e2μ),
μþμ−eþe− (2μ2e), and eþe−eþe− (4e), where the first
lepton pair is defined to be the one with the dilepton
invariant mass closest to the Z boson mass. The contribu-
tion to these final states from H → ZZ!, Zð!Þ → τþτ−

decays is below the per mille level in the current analysis.
The largest background in this search comes from con-
tinuum ðZð!Þ=γ!ÞðZð!Þ=γ!Þ production, referred to as ZZ!

hereafter. For the four-lepton events with an invariant

mass, m4l, below about 160 GeV, there are also important
background contributions from Z þ jets and tt̄ production
with two prompt leptons, where the additional charged
lepton candidates arise from decays of hadrons with b- or
c-quark content, from photon conversions or from mis-
identification of jets.
Interference effects are expected between the Higgs

boson signal and SM background processes. For the H →
ZZ! → 4l channel, the impact of this interference on the
mass spectrum near the resonance is negligible [8]. This
analysis does not account for interference effects in the
mass spectra.
In the SM, the inclusive production of the H → ZZ! →

4l final state is dominated by the gluon fusion (ggF)
Higgs boson production mode, which represents 86% of
the total production cross section for mH ¼ 125 GeV atffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV. Searching for Higgs boson production in the

vector-boson fusion (VBF) and the vector-boson associated
production (VH) modes allows further exploration of the
coupling structure of the new particle. The corresponding
fractions of the production cross section for VBF and VH
are predicted to be 7% and 5%, respectively.
This paper presents the final ATLAS Run 1 results of the

measurement of the SM Higgs boson production in the
H → ZZ! → 4l decay mode, where the production is
studied both inclusively and with events categorized
according to the characteristics of the different production
modes. The categorized analysis allows constraints to be
placed on possible deviations from the expected couplings
of the SM Higgs boson. The data sample used corresponds
to an integrated luminosity of 4.5 fb−1 at a center-of-mass
energy of 7 TeVand 20.3 fb−1 at a center-of-mass energy of
8 TeV, collected in the years 2011 and 2012, respectively.

* Full author list given at the end of the article.

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. Further distri-
bution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the published articles title, journal citation, and DOI.
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2e2μ, 2μ2e, 4e. The rate of two quadruplets in one event is
below the per mille level.
Events with a selected quadruplet are required to have

their leptons a distance ΔR > 0.1 from each other if they
are of the same flavor and ΔR > 0.2 otherwise. For 4μ and
4e events, if an opposite-charge same-flavor dilepton pair is
found with mll below 5 GeV the event is removed.
The Z þ jets and tt̄ background contributions are further

reduced by applying impact parameter requirements as well
as track- and calorimeter-based isolation requirements to
the leptons. The transverse impact parameter significance,
defined as the impact parameter in the transverse plane
divided by its uncertainty, jd0j=σd0 , for all muons (elec-
trons) is required to be lower than 3.5 (6.5). The normalized
track isolation discriminant, defined as the sum of the
transverse momenta of tracks, inside a cone of size ΔR ¼
0.2 around the lepton, excluding the lepton track, divided
by the lepton pT, is required to be smaller than 0.15.
The relative calorimetric isolation for electrons in the

2012 data set is computed as the sumof the cluster transverse
energies ET, in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorim-
eters, with a reconstructed barycenter inside a cone of size
ΔR ¼ 0.2 around the candidate electron cluster, divided by
the electron ET. The electron relative calorimetric isolation
is required to be smaller than 0.2. The cells within 0.125 ×
0.175 in η × ϕ around the electron barycenter are excluded.
The pileup and underlying event contribution to the calo-
rimeter isolation is subtracted event by event [91]. The
calorimetric isolation of electrons in the 2011 data set is cell
based (electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters) rather
than cluster based, and the calorimeter isolation relative to
the electron ET requirement is 0.3 instead of 0.2. In the case
of muons, the relative calorimetric isolation discriminant is
defined as the sum,ΣET, of the calorimeter cells above 3.4σ,
where σ is the quadrature sum of the expected electronic and
pileup noise, inside a cone of size ΔR < 0.2 around the
muon direction, divided by the muon pT. Muons are
required to have a relative calorimetric isolation less than
0.3 (0.15 in the case of stand-alone muons). For both the
track- and calorimeter-based isolations any contributions
arising from other leptons of the quadruplet are subtracted.
As discussed in Sec. IV C, a search is performed for FSR

photons arising from any of the lepton candidates in the
final quadruplet, and at most one FSR photon candidate is
added to the 4l system. The FSR correction is applied only
to the leading dilepton, and priority is given to collinear
photons. The correction is applied if 66 < mμμ < 89 GeV
and mμμγ < 100 GeV. If the collinear-photon search fails
then the noncollinear FSR photon with the highest ET is
added, provided it satisfies the following requirements:
mll < 81 GeV and mllγ < 100 GeV. The expected frac-
tion of collinear (noncollinear) corrected events is 4% (1%).
For the 7 TeV data, the combined signal reconstruction

and selection efficiency for mH ¼ 125 GeV is 39% for the
4μ channel, 25% for the 2e2μ=2μ2e channels and 17% for

the 4e channel. The improvements in the electron
reconstruction and identification for the 8 TeV data lead
to increases in these efficiencies by 10%–15% for the
channels with electrons, bringing their efficiencies to 27%
for the 2e2μ=2μ2e channels and 20% for the 4e channel.
After the FSR correction, the lepton four-momenta of the

leading dilepton are recomputed by means of a Z-mass-
constrained kinematic fit. The fit uses a Breit-Wigner Z line
shape and a single Gaussian to model the lepton momen-
tum response function with the Gaussian σ set to the
expected resolution for each lepton. The Z-mass constraint
improves the m4l resolution by about 15%. More complex
momentum response functions were compared to the single
Gaussian and found to have only minimal improvement for
the m4l resolution.
Events satisfying the above criteria are considered

candidate signal events for the inclusive analysis, defining
a signal region independent of the value of m4l.

B. Event categorization

To measure the rates for the ggF, VBF, and VH
production mechanisms, discussed in Sec. III, each H →
4l candidate selected by the criteria described above is
assigned to one of four categories (VBF enriched, VH-
hadronic enriched, VH-leptonic enriched, or ggF enriched),
depending on other event characteristics. A schematic view
of the event categorization is shown in Fig. 2.

ATLAS

l 4→ ZZ* →H 
 selectionl4

High mass two jets

VBF
VBF enriched

Low mass two jets

 jj)H→ jj)H, Z(→W(

Additional lepton

)Hll →)H, Z(νl →W(

VH enriched

ggF ggF enriched

FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic view of the event categoriza-
tion. Events are required to pass the four-lepton selection, and
then they are assigned to one of four categories which are tested
sequentially: VBF enriched, VH-hadronic enriched, VH-leptonic
enriched, or ggF enriched.
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rejected. Events are required to have at least one vertex with
three associated tracks with pT > 400 MeV, and the
primary vertex is chosen to be the reconstructed vertex
with the largest track

P
p2
T. Identical requirements are

applied to all four-lepton final states. For the inclusive
analysis, four-lepton events are selected and classified
according to their channel: 4μ, 2e2μ, 2μ2e, 4e. These
events are subsequently categorized according to their
production mechanism to provide measurements of each
corresponding signal strength.

A. Inclusive analysis

Four-lepton events were selected with single-lepton and
dilepton triggers. The pT (ET) thresholds for single-muon
(single-electron) triggers increased from 18 to 24 GeV (20
to 24 GeV) between the 7 and 8 TeV data, in order to cope
with the increasing instantaneous luminosity. The dilepton
trigger thresholds for 7 TeV data are set at 10 GeV pT for
muons, 12 GeV ET for electrons and (6, 10) GeV for
(muon, electron) mixed-flavor pairs. For the 8 TeV data, the
thresholds were raised to 13 GeV for the dimuon trigger, to
12 GeV for the dielectron trigger and (8, 12) GeV for the
(muon, electron) trigger; furthermore, a dimuon trigger
with different thresholds on the muon pT, 8 and 18 GeV,
was added. The trigger efficiency for events passing the
final selection is above 97% in the 4μ, 2μ2e and 2e2μ
channels and close to 100% in the 4e channel for both 7 and
8 TeV data.
Higgs boson candidates are formed by selecting two same-

flavor, opposite-sign lepton pairs (a lepton quadruplet) in an
event. Each lepton is required to have a longitudinal impact
parameter less than 10 mmwith respect to the primary vertex,
and muons are required to have a transverse impact param-
eter of less than 1 mm to reject cosmic-ray muons. These
selections are not applied to standalone muons that have no
ID track. Each electron (muon) must satisfy ET > 7 GeV
(pT > 6 GeV) and be measured in the pseudorapidity range
jηj < 2.47 (jηj < 2.7). The highest-pT lepton in the
quadruplet must satisfy pT > 20 GeV, and the second
(third) lepton in pT order must satisfy pT > 15 GeV
(pT > 10 GeV). Each event is required to have the triggering
lepton(s) matched to one or two of the selected leptons.
Multiple quadruplets within a single event are possible:

for four muons or four electrons there are two ways to pair
the masses, and for five or more leptons there are multiple
ways to choose the leptons. Quadruplet selection is done
separately in each subchannel: 4μ, 2e2μ, 2μ2e, 4e, keeping
only a single quadruplet per channel. For each channel, the
lepton pair with the mass closest to the Z boson mass is
referred to as the leading dilepton and its invariant mass,
m12, is required to be between 50 and 106 GeV. The
second, subleading, pair of each channel is chosen from the
remaining leptons as the pair closest in mass to the Z boson
and in the range mmin < m34 < 115 GeV, where mmin is
12 GeV for m4l < 140 GeV, rises linearly to 50 GeV at
m4l ¼ 190 GeV and then remains at 50 GeV for
m4l > 190 GeV. Finally, if more than one channel has a
quadruplet passing the selection, the channel with the
highest expected signal rate is kept, i.e. in the order 4μ,
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The invariant mass distributions of
Z → μþμ−ðγÞ events in data before collinear FSR correction (filled
triangles) and after collinear FSR correction (filled circles), for events
with a collinear FSR photon satisfying the selection criteria as de-
scribed in Sec. IV C. The prediction of the simulation is shownbefore
correction (red histogram) and after correction (blue histogram).
(b) The invariant mass distributions of Z → μþμ−ðγÞ events with a
noncollinear FSR photon satisfying the selection criteria as described
in Sec. IVC. The prediction of the simulation is shown before
correction (red histogram) and after correction (blue histogram).

G. AAD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 91, 012006 (2015)
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Background measurement - III 
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The “ABCD” factorization method 
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�  Use two variables (var1 and var2) with these features: 
�  For the background they are completely independent 
� The signal is localized in a region of the two variables 

�  Divide the plane in 4 boxes: the signal is on D only 
 For the background, due to the independence 

we have few relations: 
 B/D = A/C 
 B/A = D/C 

So: If I count the background (in data) events 
in regions A,B and C I can extrapolate in the 
signal region D: 

 D = CB/A 



Luminosity measurement - I 
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�  In order to get the luminosity we need to know the “cross-
section” of a candle process: 

�  In e+e- experiments QED helps, since Bhabha scattering can 
be theoretically evaluated with high precision (< 1%). 

�  In pp experiment the situation is more difficult.  
� Two-step procedure: continuous “relative luminosity” 

measurement through several monitors. Count the number of 
“inelastic interactions”; 

�  time-to-time using the “Van der Meer” scan the absolute 
calibration is obtained by measuring the effective σinel. 

 

€ 

L =
˙ N 
σ



Luminosity measurement - II 
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L = nb f
N1N2

4πΣxΣy

=
!Ninel

σ inel

σ inel =
!N 0
inel
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⎛
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Van der Meer scan: Measurement of the rate of inelastic interactions as a function of the  
bunch horizontal and vertical separations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
" Determine the transverse bunch dimensions Σx, Σy and the inelastic rate at 0 separation.  
" Using the known values of the number of protons per bunch from LHC monitors, one get the 
inelastic cross-section that provides the absolute normalization. 

R(δx) = ρ1(x, y)ρ2 (x +δx, y)dxdy∝ exp −
δx2

2Σx
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Scattering%inelastico%pp%
Il%processo%fisico%viene%scelto%in%base%a%L%da%misurare.%Per%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
sezione%d’urto%grande%%%%%%%%%%%processo%ad%alta%rate%(%(%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%)%%%%%%%%%%%%alta%statistica%
Processo%utilizzato:%scattering!inelastico!pp%(%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

•%Single%Diffractive%%

•%Double%Diffractive%

•%Non%diffractive%

6%
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Luminosità%
La!luminosità!può%essere%determinata%a%partire%dai%parametri%della%macchina%
(caratteristiche%geometriche%e%cinematiche%del%fascio)%

Sezione%trasversa%del%fascio,%misurabile%
con%il%metodo%di%Van%der%Meer%

:%Numero%medio%di%particelle%in%ciascun%pacchetto%del%fascio%1%

:%Numero%medio%di%particelle%in%ciascun%pacchetto%del%fascio%2%
:%Numero%di%pacchetti%%
:%Frequenza%di%rivoluzione%dell’acceleratore% 4%



Recap 
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�  Let’s remind at this point that our aim is to learn how to design an 
experiment. 

�  We have seen: 
�  Definition of the process we want to study 
�  Selection of the events correponding to this process 
�  Measurement of the quantities related to the process 
�  Other measurements related to the physics objects we are studying. 

�  Now, in order to really design an experiment we need: 
�  To see how projectiles and targets can be set-up 
�  To see how to put together different detectors to mesure what we 

need to measure 


